The NFC Forum today published Certification Release 11 (CR11). A public launch and announcement of CR11 as part of the NFC Forum's Certification Program is scheduled for Wednesday, September 20th.

Certification Release 11 provides support for two new device classes: Reader and Tag, in addition to Universal device class. It also introduces the new Type 5 Tag.

The NFC Forum has been working with vendors to incorporate the changes into the approved test tools, as well as with Authorized Test Laboratories to implement the changes in the certification testing infrastructure. The test case changes have been updated in the Test Case Categories List (TCCL) and validated in the Approved Test Tools list.

The test cases introduced by Certification Release 11 are now active for use in certification testing. Certification Release 11 related documents may be viewed on the NFC Forum members’ website.

Please contact cert-admin@nfc-forum.org should you have any questions.

Thank you,
NFC Forum Compliance Committee